
Asphalt



At Colorbiotics, we believe that our word is just 

as important as what we make. We believe that 

products should be honest and promises should 

be accurate down to the decimal. We believe  

that there’s no such thing as too good to be true.

With more than 25 years of experience at  

the forefront of science and service, our team 

continues to pioneer proven products that also 

protect what matters most. Every day, we find 

a way to take the peak of performance and 

improve upon it.

That’s why customers trust us for everything 

from the mulch colorant that made our name 

to the rubber on football fields and sustainable 

breakthroughs in asphalt.



Engineered from 
the ground up.

We know exactly what it takes to stay at  

the heart of what’s next. That’s why our  

unmatched commitment to R&D only grows, 

year after year, as we continue to set the tone  

for tomorrow—and make sure our customers  

are right there with us. 

The latest breakthrough to emerge from  

our investment in innovative solutions  

is an all-natural asphalt additive that’s  

ready to change the industry as much  

as it changes the molecules in recycled  

asphalt: Invigorate® Rejuvenator.

The soybean-based science behind  

Invigorate was discovered and developed  

at Iowa State University, just down the  

road from our headquarters. We brought  

that sustainable technology to our team,  

who refined and perfected the gold  

liquid that’s now known as Invigorate.



Invigorate is simply smarter than other rejuvenators. 

Why? Invigorate attacks aged binder at the molecular  

level to transform recycled material from the inside out.

Other rejuvenators have a watered-down effect on binder, 

which only amounts to a superficial change in viscosity.  

But no actual change in the aged elements. Invigorate  

uses patented technology to trigger chemical reactions 

inside RAP and create unprecedented improvements  

in its molecular makeup.

The result is a better binder that can stand up to standard 

specifications and handle plenty of real-world punishment.

Put all that 
RAP to work.

Fortify flexibility.

The chemical reactions work 
together to create, molecule by 
molecule, a softer binder that  
looks entirely new under the 
microscope.

Do more with mix design. 

You can market the many benefits 
of your sustainable mix—to make 
pavement that’s good for the  
planet and even better for your 
bottom line.

Remake molecules.

The soybean-based science 
combats the chemistry of brittle 
binder to break down asphaltene 
aggregation and reverse the  
effects of oxidation.



Better 
binder  
by every  
measure.

Invigorate’s impact on the final mix is undeniable,  

according to both established metrics and upcoming  

parameters, so you can win contracts on a low-bid or  

best-value basis. And we have the numbers to back it up.

Percentage of Invigorate is based on virgin binder. ABR stands for asphalt binder replacement.
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Integrity  
is never 
indulgent.
Success in this industry is about more than what’s in your mix. So our 

business is about more than that, too.

Colorbiotics® asphalt solutions are already designed to give you every 

conceivable advantage over the competition. But that’s only the half of 

it. Everything we do is backed by expert support and on-site service for 

life—and we’ll do whatever it takes to build your bottom line because,  

at the end of the day, that’s how we build ours.

When you trust us, it’s on us. We stand behind our science. We stand 

behind our service. We stand behind the way we do business. Because 

our word is just as good as what we make.



888-663-6980  I  colorbiotics.com
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